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B. Testing the Ilardy-Weinherg Principle

Case 1: Testing an Ideal Population

The entire class will be used as a representative population. Ihefour
cards each rtudent uses, two "A" and two "cu, represent haploid
chromosomes contributed by parents in a simulated breeding
exercise- Each parent begins with the genogtpeAa, providing initial
genatypefrequencies of0.25 AA, 0.50Aa, and 0.25 aa. Record these
initialfrequencies in the Analysis section of the'lab.

Obtain four index cards. Label two "A" and two "a''. These will be your
haploid chromosomes.

Randornly pair offwith another student for "breeding"- Choose any other
sfudent; your gender, and your partner's, doesn't matter in the simulation.

Turn your cards upside down and shuffie them. Each partner should turr
over the top card in their pile. Pair this card with your partner's card; this
will be the genot5rpe of your first offspring

Turn over the next card in your pile. Pair this card with your partner's card;
this will be the genot5@e of your second offspring.

Now you and your partner must take on the genoqpes ofthe two offspring
that yolr produced. For example, if you produced offspring with the
genoq/pes AA and Aa, one member will begin the next generation witl
fourA cards, and th'e cither member will begin the next generation with two
"A" cards and two "a" cards. Record the genotype in the Analysis section
of the lab.

Randorrly seek out another class membcr to pair off with for the next
generation of "breeding".

Repeat the above procedure for the second generation. Record the
genotypes in theAnalysis section.

Repeat Steps 3-? fortbree more generations, for a total offive generations.
Record the genotypes for each subsequent generation.

Combine the genotype of your fifth generation results with the rest of
the students'fifth generation results aud enter the totals in the Analysis
section.

Below Case i in theAnalysis section, calculate the allele frequencies after
five generations of random mating.
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